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STUDIES HAVE SHOWN
THAT 91% OF NORTH
AMERICAN CONSUMERS
READ ONLINE REVIEWS TO
LEARN ABOUT A BUSINESS.
(BRIGHT LOCAL, 2017)

REVIEWS ARE USERGENERATED
When someone is looking up information about a business or
product, there is very little information available that doesn't
come directly from the company or seller. Consumers these
days know that any advertisement or content they see from a
company will be biased.
After all, what company is going to write a description for
their product that says "This phone is great for people who want
unreliable service!!"
On the other hand, online reviews are one of the very few
places where a consumer can read user-generated content
that is legitimately describing how that product or company
functions.

SO, WHAT DO ONLINE REVIEWS
ACCOMPLISH?
Regardless of whether your business is based online or if your
customers need to walk through the doors of your brick-and-mortar
location to do business with you, online reviews are always an
influential factor in someone's decision to spend money with you.
So what are some of the things online reviews can do to your benefit?
Improve your business’s overall online reputation and presence
Attract better customers
Be able to hire better employees (who are also checking out online
reviews for information)
Increase your revenue
Step ahead of your local competition, whose reviews and ratings
may not be properly managed

THE LAW OF ATTRACTION
Let's say a potential customer of yours is looking for their
next plumber, doctor, or boutique clothing store.
Chances are that they will pull out their phone or computer
and search Google first. Before they ever encounter your
business's website, they'll likely be shown the Google Local
Pack of results, some advertisements, and....online reviews!
If you want to attract new customers, don't forget the law of
attraction by making sure that what that potential
customer sees is something that will inspire them to work
with you – and that means good reviews.

THE IMPORTANCE OF MANAGING
YOUR ONLINE REVIEWS
Now that we understand how people value online reviews and how they can
work to represent your business and persuade people to do business with
you, let's go over a personal study of how you respond to online reviews.
Take a look at the examples on the next slide and ask yourself: "What
business would I trust and work with?"

WHICH BUSINESS WOULD YOU PICK?

WHICH BUSINESS DID YOU PICK?
The two business review summaries that you looked at on the
previous slide are exactly what a customer sees when they Google
"Dentist Near Me."
Google automatically generates these data layouts, including the
smaller "highlights" of reviews that appear right above the full
reviews.
If you were looking for a dentist, which business would you reach
out to? We're betting that the dentist with a 4.9 star rating would
get your call.
This is exactly the same decision-making process your customers
go through. So, which example would you want your business to
look more like?

PLAYING THE DEVIL'S ADVOCATE
Though we will get more into the role of negative and fake reviews later in this
course, let's think critically about the exercise you just went through.
You saw two different ways online reviews could represent a business, and
how that can influence someone's decision to work with that business.
But, what if the dentist with a 2.9 rating is actually the best dentist in the
history of all dentists?
...what if that dentist wasn't too keen on managing their online reviews simply
because dentists have historically relied on word-of-mouth and referrals to get
more patients?
Though that may or may not be the case, you can see that it's possible for a
high-quality business to get a bad reputation without properly managing their
online reviews.

TOPIC TAKEAWAYS
Online reviews help reflect the reality of how great your
business is – if you manage it properly.
Reviews are used by 91% of individuals looking to get more
information about a business/product.
Online reviews are some of the only user-generated pieces of
content that someone can read about a business.
Even if your business is trust-worthy and provides highquality services, unkempt online reviews may be giving
potential customers a totally different picture.

